
Chaos in the White House 
rattles markets?
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If there’s one thing that has characterised the Trump presidency, it’s the volatility of  
his temper and the frequent chaos his pronouncements and actions cause. Who would 
want to be his press secretary? Normally, Trump’s erratic nature wouldn’t matter too 
much to markets, because longer-term fundamentals tend to drive valuations.

Right now, however, the stream of tweets, sackings and policy u-turns emanating from  
the White House are having a negative effect on sentiment. This is for three reasons:

• Investors have priced a great deal of good news into share prices, based on the  
Trump agenda – from increased infrastructure spending, deregulation (especially of  
the banks), repatriation of cash held by US corporations overseas, reform of the tax 
code and the prospect of significant cuts in personal and business taxation. Some  
of this optimism is now unwinding.

• The turmoil in Congress surrounding the investigation into alleged Russian interference 
in the presidential election and the sacking of the Director of the FBI, is pushing back 
the administration’s legislative agenda. The prospects for tax reform are receding and 
the completion of the repeal and replacement of Obamacare is also looking less and 
less likely, even though it has passed through the House of Representatives.

• It is six months since Trump was elected and the Republican Party swept Congress and 
the presidency. Anxious republicans are now looking toward the mid-term elections of 
late 2018, when all 435 seats of the House of Representatives and 34 of the 100 seats 
of the Senate will be contested. Nervousness about the President’s unpredictability  
and their own prospects of re-election will make his party colleagues less likely to 
embrace his agenda; and were the Democrats to regain either the House or the  
Senate, gridlock is likely to ensue, given the almost total collapse of bipartisanship.

But the real world is helping keep the show on the road
However, there is some better news to help shares, both in the US and elsewhere. In 
America, the economy continues to grow robustly and unemployment is now very low. In 
Europe, the momentum of the recovery continues to gather pace, unemployment is falling 
rapidly and political risks seem to be abating; while in the UK, the probable re-election of 
Theresa May’s Conservative Party is unlikely to hurt market sentiment. Finally, in China 
the authorities are managing the economy carefully to avoid any embarrassing hiccups  
in the run-up to the five yearly Communist Party congress, due in the autumn. 

After years of extraordinary monetary policy, the debate in central banks across the  
world has moved to the removal of emergency liquidity support. Whisper it quietly, but 
perhaps QE has actually worked – at last! Earnings growth is solid across the world,  
which is a key driver of equity market direction and is crucially important given high 
valuations in the US stock market.

We’re continuing to maintain a full weighting to shares in this environment and are  
looking to progressively increase our exposure to Europe, where valuations look  
attractive to us, especially in the banking sector. We’ve been overweight in the US for  
a long time and are taking advantage of the gains we’ve seen there to fund this move. 

We still find little value in government bonds, preferring corporate debt and other fixed 
income assets that can provide returns in a rising interest rate environment. Finally,  
we’re continuing to make significant allocations to alternative assets in most portfolios.  
In a world where we expect only modest upside from many asset classes over the next  
couple of years, we think this area offers solid risk-adjusted returns.
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None of this is helping 
sustain the so-called 
‘Trump bump’, where 
we saw share prices rise 
rapidly after his election; 
recent moves in most 
major equity markets 
have been downwards.  
 



Our investment views as at May 2017
The view in this table refers to our balanced, risk profile 5 model portfolio. This risk profile has a benchmark with 57.5% in equities, 
35% in bonds, 5% in alternatives and 2.5% in cash.

Asset class positioning  - -  -  =  +  ++ Outlook

Alternatives Viewed as a way of moderating portfolio risk.

Bonds (Govt) Yields seem to be stuck in a range, reducing the sell-off risk,  
but overall yields are not attractive compared to other asset classes.

Bonds (Other) Greater opportunities would appear to be available for strategic bond 
managers, but liquidity in certain segments needs to be monitored.

Commodities US dollar strength, reduced demand and supply-side response will 
restrain prices although a partial recovery has taken hold.  

Equities Equity markets will likely remain volatile in the short term. A more pro-
growth environment after the US election has led us to add exposure.

Property (direct) Yield, rather than capital growth, should be viewed as the primary 
reason for investment.

Cash Cash levels increased tactically in expectation of reinvestment  
of certain asset sales. 

Equity allocation  - -  -  =  +  ++ Outlook

Emerging markets  Emerging markets have pulled back since the US election.

Europe Euro area political fears overdone. Cyclical recovery taking hold. Some 
opportunities arising.

Far East Valuations appear cheap; China and global trade are key to the region's 
outlook. Chinese debt levels and housing bubble are a concern.

Japan Recent economic developments have been disappointing but stock 
market offers value and corporate Japan in good shape.

North America Valuations are high but economic momentum is strong and some 
thematic exposure is still warranted.

Sector specific  US healthcare and infrastructure are attractive sectors.

UK Stockmarket has been boosted by a weaker currency, but company 
fundamentals have deteriorated.

Currency allocation  - -  -  =  +  ++ Outlook

US dollar Has come of recent highs. Interest rate backdrop and safe haven 
status continue to support the dollar.

Euro Euro may have bottomed and should be subject to less  
political headwinds.

Sterling Sterling likely to remain weak due to Brexit negotiations, but may be 
poised for a technical recovery over the election period.

Indicative positioning of £ ‘balanced’ portfolio. 

‘=’ Weighting within 1% of benchmark. 
** The outlook arrows indicate our expectation of future trends. 

‘+ / -’ Weighting between 1% to 5% away from benchmark. ‘- - / + +’ Weighting in excess of 5% away from benchmark.
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Investment involves risk. The investments discussed in this document may not be suitable for all investors. Investors should make their own investment decisions based 
upon their own financial objectives and financial resources and, if in any doubt, should seek advice from an investment adviser. Past performance is not necessarily 
a guide to future performance. The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally 
invested. Where investment is made in currencies other than the investor’s base currency, the value of those investments, and any income from them, will be affected by 
movements in exchange rates. This effect may be unfavourable as well as favourable. Levels and bases for taxation may change.

This document is for information purposes only and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to purchase or sell investments or related financial instruments. This 
has no regard for the specific investment objectives, financial situation or needs of any specific entity.

The information contained herein is based on materials and sources that we believe to be reliable, however, CGWM and CGWI make no representation or warranty, either 
express or implied, in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained herein. All opinions and estimates included in this document 
are subject to change without notice and CGWM and CGWI are under no obligation to update the information contained herein. None of CGWM, CGWI, their affiliates or 
employees shall have any liability whatsoever for any indirect or consequential loss or damage arising from any use of this. 

CGWM, CGWI and/or connected persons may, from time to time, have positions in, make a market in and/or effect transactions in any investment or related investment 
mentioned herein and may provide financial services to the issuers of such investments. However, Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management does have procedures in place to 
identify and manage conflicts of interest. Details of these interests can be found on our website at http://www.canaccordgenuity.com/en-GB/wm/wealth-management-uk/
Conflicts-Disclosure/.

CGWM and CGWI do not make any warranties, expressed or implied, that the products, securities or services mentioned are available in your jurisdiction. Accordingly, if it is 
prohibited to advertise or make the products, securities or services available in your jurisdiction, or to you (by reason of nationality, residence or otherwise) such products, 
securities or services are not directed at you.

Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management (‘CGWM’) is a trading name of Canaccord Genuity Wealth Limited and Canaccord Genuity Wealth (International) Limited. 

For the United Kingdom: this document is issued by Canaccord Genuity Wealth Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (registered 
numbers 194927 and 154608), and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. Registered office: 41 Lothbury, London, EC2R 7AE. Registered in England 
& Wales no.03739694. 

For Guernsey, Isle of Man and Jersey: this document is issued by Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management (‘CGWM’) which is a trading name of Canaccord Genuity Wealth 
(International) Limited (‘CGWI’) which is licensed and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission, the Isle of Man Financial Services Authority and the Jersey 
Financial Services Commission and is a member of the London Stock Exchange and the Channel Islands Securities Exchange, CGWI is registered in Guernsey no. 22761 and 
is a wholly owned subsidiary of Canaccord Genuity Group Inc. Registered office: Trafalgar Court, Admiral Park, St. Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 2JA.
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